
EasySET
For Extreme Shower Enjoyment



Push. Turn.  
Enjoy.
With the convenient push of a button, experience a cascading shower 
head, soothing hand piece or invigorating body jets, all while maintaining 
control of the water volume with an easy turn of the dial.

PUSH ON/OFF

TURN VOLUME



The EasySET thermostatic mixer provides a 
constant showering temperature, while the 
safety temperature control and auto shut-off 
function prevents accidental scalding should 
the cold water supply fail.

Ultimate Comfort  
Maximum SafetyEASYSET THERMOSTATIC MIXER 

44294.02 

$499

NOTE: THERMOSTATIC MIXER REQUIRED 
FOR ALL EASYSET CONFIGURATIONS



EASYSET FOR  
HAND PIECE 
44290.02 

$359

Indulge in the ultimate 
showering experience that 
never forgets your preferred 
water source, temperature and 
volume of your perfect shower.

Where Comfort 
Meets Convenience



RAINCLICK 
3 FCT HAND PIECE 
WELS 3 STAR 
44368.02

$59

Why should you fiddle with a hand piece just to get 
a desired spray preference? With RainClick, a simple 
click of a button allows you to easily choose from 3 
spray modes (Tranquil Rain, Jet Rain or Therapy Rain) 
for an indulgent shower of your choice. 

RainClick 
Hand Piece

Tranquil Rain 
Soft, drizzling shower  
that is perfect for rinsing  
shampoo out.

Jet Rain 
Targeted jet spray  
that kneads tired muscles.

Therapy Rain 
Soothing vortex spray that  
gently relaxes the body.



Airnergize  
Overhead Shower  
The elements of Air and Water are great gifts from nature. 
Though vastly different, the combination of the duo conjures 
a powerful world of emotion. And that is something we will 
like to bring to you in your private shower enclave. 

Thanks to our thoughtful Airnergize Technology 
which infuses water droplets with air, you are 
wrapped in a full shower spray and still assured of 
lesser water usage.

EASYSET FOR  
SHOWER HEAD 
44291.02 

$359



ROUND SHOWER HEAD 
250MM 
WELS 3 STAR 
44362.02

$249

SQUARE SHOWER HEAD 
250MM 
WELS 3 STAR 
44360.02

$295

WALL  
SHOWER ARM 
300MM  
44378.02 

$85

CEILING  
SHOWER ARM 
252MM 
44376.02 

$49



EASYSET FOR  
BODY JET 
44292.02 

$359

Enhance Your  
Shower Experience  
Treat yourself to a spa-like, revitalizing and invigorating shower experience 
with the Body Jets. Simply tilt the base of the Body Jet to target the areas 
of your liking and turn the dial for the exact pressure you want. Now you 
can truly rejuvenate your body and ignite your senses.



EASYSET BODY JET 
44295.02 

$185



If you plan to have a hand piece, slide shower, overhead shower  
and body jets all in one bathroom, EasySET gives you the flexibility  
to configure your dream shower so that it looks as good as it feels.  

The intuitive showering icons let you see exactly which EasySET  
option controls each shower outlet. 

THE FREEDOM IS YOURS!



EASYSET COLLECTION

EASYSET  
FOR SHOWER HEAD 

44291.02 

$359

EASYSET  
THERMOSTATIC MIXER 

44294.02

$499 

NOTE:  
THERMOSTATIC 

MIXER REQUIRED 
FOR ALL EASYSET 
CONFIGURATIONS

EASYSET  
FOR BODY JET 

44292.02

$359 

EASYSET  
FOR HAND PIECE 

44290.02

$359 

EASYSET BODY JET 
44295.02 

$185

RAINCLICK 
3 FCT HAND PIECE 

44368.02

$59

ROUND OR SQUARE 
SHOWER HEAD

WALL OR CEILING 
SHOWER ARM

SHOWER RAIL, HOSE  
AND CHOICE OF WALL 

ELBOW/BRACKET

44358.02

$105

44356.02

$105

44352.02

$65

44350.02

$65

44370.02

$129

44372.02

$19

44378.02

$85

44376.02

$49

44362.02

$249

44360.02

$295

PROPOSED CONFIGURATIONS

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCE ENJOYMENT



PH:  +64 (0)9 573 0490  
FAX: +64 (0)9 573 0495 
EMAIL:  sales@robertson.co.nz

AUCKLAND 
25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington

WELLINGTON 
23 Marion St, Te Aro

Distributed by

American Standard has earned the trust of its customers 
by constantly delivering style, quality and reliability to 

their bathrooms. Today, backed by more than 140 years of 
pioneering legacy, American Standard continues to raise 
the bar in delivering dependable bathroom solutions that 
combine thoughtful designs and innovative technologies 
to create inviting bathroom sanctuaries offering ultimate 

comfort and performance to its customers.


